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Introduction
In the last few years, Big Data Analytics have gained a very fair amount 
of success.  The trend is expected to grow rapidly with further 
advancement in the coming years.  Today, there is a plethora of 
diversified Big Data solutions featuring new-age technologies.  As new 
solutions evolve at a rapid pace, there is need for an objective method to 
compare the performance, scalability and cost of different solutions. 
This paper addresses the objective by benchmarking leading Big Data 
solutions. In this benchmarking, we have handpicked some of leading 
Big Data solutions; Amazon Redshift, Google BigQuery, Microsoft Azure 
SQL Data Warehouse, Cloudera Impala, Presto, Hive and Spark. These 
contenders are evaluated, discussed and presented as a benchmarking 
report for Trimble. 
This paper discusses the benchmarking objectives, methodology, 
infrastructure, data sets, setting up procedures, and benchmark tests 
with partial results. 

Benchmark Objectives
Leading Big Data solutions viz. Amazon Redshift, Google BigQuery, 
Microsoft Azure SQL Data Warehouse were chosen for benchmarking.  
In addition, Cloudera Impala, Presto, Hive and Spark were included for 
the tests.
Following were set as the objectives for benchmarking above products.
 Define a monthly cost for setting up infrastructure for the 

identified Big Data solutions. 
 Arrive at a benchmark approach and varied type of tests. In this 

exercise, we execute tests like Power run, Concurrent run and 
Throughput run.

 Find query response time for queries described in the TPC-H 
benchmark specification with different dataset sizes.

 Find query response time for queries described in the TPC-H 
benchmark specification with concurrent threads.

 Find the maximum queries that can be executed for a given 
period of time.

Methodology
In this section, we walkthrough the pre-benchmark activities. 

Benchmark Tests
Effective benchmarking process can provide accurate metrics 
measuring of Big Data systems. In this exercise, we are performing the 
following tests.

 Power Run: The power run aims at measuring the raw query 
execution power of the system with a single active session. This is 
achieved by sequentially running each and every identified query. 

 Concurrency Run: The concurrency run is similar to power run but 
executes the queries with concurrent threads. The threads are 
increased till the performance of Big Data solution hits 
checkpoint.

 Throughput Run: The throughput run aims at measuring the 
ability of the system to process the most queries in the least 
amount of time, possibly taking advantage of I/O and CPU 
parallelism.

Along with above tests, we note down subjective experience, 
important observations and features present in each Big Data system. 

Schema and Dataset 
The benchmarking exercise adopts TPC-H standard of Transaction Processing 
Performance Council (TPC) for data schema, data generation and queries.
The standard defined schema consists of eight separate and individual tables. The 
relationships between columns of these tables are illustrated below.



Table 100 GB
No. of Records

1 TB
No. of Records

10 TB
No. of Records

customer 15,000,000 150,000,000 1,499,999,439

orders 150,000,000 1,500,000,000 15,000,000,000

lineitem 600,037,902 5,999,989,709 59,999,994,267

nation 25 25 25

region 5 5 5

supplier 1,000,000 10,000,000 100,000,000

part 20,000,000 200,000,000 2,000,000,000

partsupp 80,000,000 800,000,000 8,000,000,000

Data Generation
The required data sets were generated using TPC-H DB-gen tool. The scale factors (SF) in DB-gen tool specifies how many GB of data will be 
generated.  For example, for a SF of 100, 100GB of data will be generated. In our different tests, we benchmark 100 GB, 1 TB and 10 TB datasets. The 
below table depicts number of rows against each table and dataset.  

Cloud Services and Infrastructure  
Amazon Web Services (AWS), Google Compute Platform (GCP) and Microsoft Azure were chosen as Cloud hosting services.  The primary contenders 
BigQuery, Redshift and Azure SQL Data Warehouse are Big Data services offered by GCP, AWS and Microsoft Azure respectively. In terms of Cloud 
computing features, all the above Cloud providers offer similar features, in our case high performance and scalable compute power for large 
datasets.
We then identify infrastructure capacity options (CPU, Memory, IO, Network bandwidth requirements) and supporting services required for this 
benchmarking. 

# Big Data Cloud Hosting Services Used

1 BigQuery Google Compute Platform BigQuery, Compute Engine, Cloud Storage

2 AWS Redshift Amazon Web Services AWS Redshift, EC2, S3

3 Impala Google Compute Platform Compute Engine, Cloud Storage

4 Presto Google Compute Platform Compute Engine, Cloud Storage

5 Spark Google Compute Platform Compute Engine, Cloud Storage

6 Hive Google Compute Platform Compute Engine, Cloud Storage

7 Azure SQL DWH Microsoft Azure Azure SQL Data Warehouse, Azure Storage - Blob

* The infrastructure details is explained in the Infrastructure specification section.

Setup, Configuration, Warm-up Tests
 Configure and setup individual environment for Amazon Redshift, Google BigQuery, Impala, Presto, Hive, Spark and Azure SQL Data 

Warehouse. 
 The infrastructure cost setup for the environment will match the defined monthly cost. In this benchmarking exercise, the monthly 

infrastructure cost for each environment is 40K USD.  In the case of Microsoft Azure, the pricing options did not match the defined monthly 
cost. Hence the tests were executed on both 3000 DWU & 6000 DWU which were priced about 27K and 54K per month respectively.

 Validate the infrastructure for internal & external connectivity post infrastructure setup. 
 Identify or develop a benchmark client that would run assorted (Power run, Concurrent run, Throughput run) tests on Big Data solutions. 
 Configure and setup benchmark client in the cloud hosting environment (AWS, Microsoft Azure and GCP).  
 Run warm up tests using a small dataset on separate BigQuery, Redshift, Azure SQL Data Warehouse, Impala, Presto, Hive and Spark 

environments.
 Run multiple iterations with varied dataset size on the above configured environments. Document the response time and other metrics if 

available.  Note down all the observations and search service behavior from a developer perspective. 



Infrastructure Specification
This section summarizes the infrastructure setup for the chosen Big Data solutions.

Instance Type Vs. Dataset
The choice of instance type (GCE, Microsoft Azure and AWS) is based on dataset size and type of benchmark test. The below table details the 
instance type and number of nodes chosen for each dataset and type of test.

100 GB, 1 TB, 10 TB datasets

AWS Redshift

  Hosted : Amazon Web Services
 Region and zone : US West (Oregon)
 AWS Redshift dc1.8xlarge  (32 vCPU, 244 RAM, 104 ECU, 2.56TB SSD IO 3.70GB/s)
 Number of nodes - 11 Nodes

Google BigQuery

Azure SQL Data Warehouse

 Hosted : Microsoft Azure
 Region and zone : West Central US
 Azure SQL Data Warehouse  -
 3000 DWU (30 nodes, 2 databases per node, 6 GB memory)
 6000 DWU (60 nodes, 1 database per node, 6 GB memory)

Cloudera Manager Impala/
Presto/Spark and Hive

 Hosting : Google Compute Platform
 Region and zone : Central US  us-central1-b
 n1-highmem-32 (32 vCPUs, 208 GB memory)
 Boot disk 25 GB (SSD persistent disk),  Additional Disk – 1.5TB,
 Number of nodes - 27 Nodes
 or
 n1- highmem-16 (16 vCPUs, 104 GB memory)
 Boot disk 25 GB (SSD persistent disk),  Additional Disk – 1.5TB,
 Number of nodes - 53 Nodes 
 Operating system : Centos 6.6

Please refer following sites for more information.
https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/instance-types/ 
https://cloud.google.com/compute/docs/machine-types 
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/documentation/articles/virtual-machines-windows-sizes/

# Big Data Dataset size No. of Nodes / Instance type

1 Big Query 100 GB
1 TB

Benchmark client – 1
n1- highmem-16 (16 vCPUs, 104 GB memory)
Infra Spec for BQ is abstracted for end users

2 Big Query 10 TB
Benchmark client – 1
n1- highmem-16 (16 vCPUs, 104 GB memory)
Infra Spec for BQ is abstracted for end users

3 Redshift 100 GB
1 TB

Benchmark client – 1
r3.4xlarge (16 vCPU, 122 RAM, 52 ECU) 30 GB EBS GP2 SSD disk
AWS Redshift - dc1.8xlarge  (32 vCPU, 244 RAM, 104 ECU, 2.56TB SSD IO 3.70GB/s) – 11 Nodes

4 Redshift 10 TB
Benchmark client – 1
r3.8xlarge (32 vCPU, 244 RAM, 104 ECU) 30 GB EBS GP2 SSD disk
AWS Redshift - dc1.8xlarge  (32 vCPU, 244 RAM, 104 ECU, 2.56TB SSD IO 3.70GB/s) – 11 Nodes

5

Impala
Presto
Spark
Hive

100 GB
Benchmark client – 1
n1- highmem-16 (16 vCPUs, 104 GB memory)
Cloudera Setup - n1- highmem-16 (16 vCPUs, 104 GB memory) – 53 Nodes

6

Impala
Presto
Spark
Hive

1 TB
10 TB

Benchmark client – 1
n1-highmem-32 (32 vCPUs, 208 GB memory)
Cloudera Setup - n1-highmem-32 (32 vCPUs, 208 GB memory) – 27 Nodes

7
Azure SQL 
Data Ware-
house

100 GB
1 TB
10 TB

Benchmark client - Standard DS14 v2 (16 cores, 112 GB memory)
Local Disk: 224 GB (Local SSD)
Operating system: Ubuntu Linux
Azure SQL Data Warehouse – 3000 DWU & 6000 DWU

Cost
In this benchmarking exercise, the monthly infrastructure cost for each environment is fixed. One custom objective in this benchmarking exercise is 
to setup an environment for every Big Data solution that would cost the fixed amount per month. 
However, for Azure SQL Data Warehouse, the cost could not be fixed and so test were executed for 3000 DWU & the 6000 DWU configurations.



Architecture Statement
1. The choice of instance type (GCE, Microsoft Azure and AWS) is based on dataset size and type of benchmark test. The below table details the 

instance type and number of nodes chosen for each dataset and type of test.

SETUP OVERVIEW
2. The Big Data solution, benchmark client infrastructure and dependent services are setup individually for the respective search provider at 

their hosting. 
Example 1: Amazon Redshift and its benchmark client are hosted at Amazon Web Services.  
Example 2: Cloudera Impala and its load client are hosted at Google Compute Platform. 
Example 3: Azure SQL Data Warehouse and its load client are hosted at Microsoft Azure platform. 

3. The infrastructure setup of Big Data solution and benchmark client placed in the same region and same availability zone (based on 
feasibility). This is to ensure the regional and availability zone latencies are avoided. 

a. BigQuery: BigQuery dataset and its tables are configured in US region whereas the benchmark client is setup at region - US Central 
us-central1-f.

b. Redshift: Amazon Redshift nodes and the benchmark client are setup in the same region – US West Oregon us-west-2a.
c. Azure SQL Data Warehouse: Azure SQL Data Warehouse nodes and the benchmark client are setup in the same region – West Central 

US.
d. Cloudera: Impala, Presto, Spark and Hive are setup -using Cloudera Manager (CM). The Cloudera manger is configured to use either US 

Central us-central1-f or US Central us-central1-b or US Central us-central1-c.  During the installation the CM will ensure the nodes are 
spawned within same region and availability zone. To have speedy process and hassle free, we had setup 4 Cloudera setup in 4 
availability zones that would cater Impala, Presto, Spark and Hive respectively. The benchmark client for each individual environment is 
setup at its respective availability zone. 

4. For storage, boot volume and additional disks are SSD based. For Microsoft Azure & GCP, disk type is SSD persistent disk and for AWS it is 
General purpose SSD (GP2).

5. The test runs executed by the benchmark client are primarily heavy query scripts. So, it is ideal to have the benchmark client powered with 
good amount of compute and memory to execute these test runs in a multithreaded model. Hence the infrastructure specification for the 
benchmark client is chosen with high CPU and memory irrespective of the cloud providers (Microsoft Azure, AWS and GCP).



Benchmark Results
A partial list of results from different benchmarking tests are presented here. 

Power Run – 100 Gb



Power Run – 1 TB



Concurrent Run – 10 Tb - 2/4/8 Threads



Throughput Run – 100 GB
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Key Findings
1. For the given benchmark queries, tests cases and dataset, Hive is slowest performance followed by Spark.
2. Presto and Impala had its equal share in Power run and Concurrent test runs. However Impala was better on throughput run. 
3. On larger dataset 10 TB and 1 TB to some extent, Hive and Spark did not perform well. In some test runs, too many memory errors diluted the 

entire test run which lead to ignore the entire run.
4. The 10 TB Concurrent run was successful only for BigQuery and Redshift. Rest other contenders either had too many errors or took too much 

time to complete the test. Azure SQL Data Warehouse, Impala, Presto, Spark and Hive are ignored in Concurrent run due to failures. 
5. For 10 TB tests, a single power run was not successful for Azure SQL Data Warehouse.  Microsoft suggested to update the statistics on the 

tables. For queries which could be split, Microsoft suggested to split the queries and execute manually. 
6.  The primary contenders BigQuery and Redshift had some hard actions between them, however on a large dataset (10 TB), BigQuery fared 

better in terms of number of queries performance. In throughput test, BigQuery was ahead on Redshift and other contenders.
7. The order in which developer had good experience with the solutions is given below.

Developer experience of the Big Data solutions

Ease of usability and  Management 
console

BigQuery Redshift, Azure SQL Data Warehouse
Cloudera (Impala, Presto, Spark, Hive)

Customization Cloudera (Impala, Presto, Spark, Hive)
Redshift, Azure SQL Data Warehouse BigQuery

Documentation Cloudera (Impala, Presto, Spark, Hive)
Redshift BigQuery, Azure SQL Data Warehouse

Monitoring Cloudera (Impala, Presto, Spark, Hive)
Redshift, Azure SQL Data Warehouse BigQuery

API access Redshift, BigQuery, Azure SQL Data Warehouse
Cloudera (Impala, Presto, Spark, Hive)

Data Ingestion Reliability BigQuery, Redshift, Azure SQL Data Warehouse
Cloudera (Impala, Presto, Spark, Hive)
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